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Choosing a mate is like picking house paint from one of those tiny color squares: You never
know how it will look across a large expanse, or how it will change in different light.Meet Janna
and Graeme. After a decade-long tango (together, apart, together, apart), they're back in love --
but the stress of nine-to-five is seriously hampering their happiness. So they quit their jobs, tie
the knot, and untie the lines on a beat-up old sailboat for a most unusual honeymoon: a two-year
voyage across the Pacific. But passage from first date to first mate is anything but smooth
sailing. From the rugged Pacific Northwest coast to the blue lagoons of Polynesia to bustling
Asian ports, Janna and Graeme find themselves at the mercy of poachers, under the spell of
crossdressers, and under the gun of a less-than-sober tattooist. And they encounter do-or-die
moments that threaten their safety, their sanity, and their marriage.Join Janna and Graeme's
17,000-mile journey and their quest to resolve the uncertainties so many couples face: How do
you know if you've really found the One? How do you balance duty to others while preserving
space for yourself? And, when the waters get rough, do you jump ship, or do you learn to
navigate the world...together?



For Talia and Savai,in hopes that you dream big, too.
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I used to think that going to the jungle made my life an adventure. However, after years of
unusual work in exotic places, I realize that it is not how far off I go or how deep into the forest I
walk that gives my life meaning. I see that living life fully is what makes life—anyone’s life, no
matter where they do or do not go—an adventure.—MARIA FADIMANNational Geographic
Emerging Explorer

Author’s Notethere are three things you should know before reading this book:This is not an old
mariner’s sea story that ends with us in a life raft, bending earrings for fishhooks and
contemplating eating each other’s limbs. Rather, this is an adventure love story that happens to
take place on a very small sailboat. If that’s not your cup of tea, please, for your sake, go fish.My
husband will tell you I have a very shrewd memory…particularly when it comes to his past
missteps. But, in reality, my memory is just as good or bad as anyone else’s. And so, while all of
the following events really did happen, I have taken liberty with some details, always with the
goal of revealing what sailing into the sunset is really like. Where the narrative required, I have
consolidated conversations, events, and time. Most boat names, people names, and



incriminating details are real except for a few cases, where they’ve been changed to respect
people’s privacy.Despite appearances, my name is actually very easy to pronounce:Janna
Cawrse Esarey“banana” “of course” “yesiree”Graeme’s name is easy, too—like “graham cracker.”
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PrologueFrom First Date to First Matesomewhere fifty miles off the coast of Oregon I realize the
skipper of this very small ship is an asshole.He also happens to be my husband.He’s down
below, cooking Top Ramen, which will be the fifth time we’ve had Top Ramen in almost as many
days. Not that I’m mad about that. Actually, he’s chopping carrots and cabbage and onions—and
I can smell the garlic from here—so it’s bound to be good. Which makes him sound like a kind,
nurturing, non-assholey sort of guy, cooking a meal for his bride on a boat that’s rocking like the
fun house in Grease.But that’s not how I see it—au contraire. I sit in the cockpit, braced behind
the wheel, glaring at the stainless steel waves lifting and lowering our boat, Dragonfly. The sky is
pixeled blue-gray, and the clangs of my husband’s cooking punctuate the whitewash of wind.
Running through my brain is Olivia Newton-John’s signature phrase “You better shape up”—
minus the chipper “doo-doo-doos.” I assure you this guy is an asshole. And he’s only in the
galley to get as far away from me, his perfectly reasonable and charming wife, as possible.Now
it’s hard to imagine why a guy on his honeymoon would be yearning for personal space of all
things. (Another quickie? Right on! But space?) The fact that we’re cooped up on a boat the size
of most people’s kitchen is a clue. The big fat fight we just had about sailing is another.Every
time the topic of sailing comes up we argue. It exasperates this skipper no end that his first (and
only) mate—that would be me—displays neither aptitude nor interest in the technical aspects of
sailing. Now this is a problem, as we’ve only gone, oh, 319 miles so far. And all told this trip—
from Seattle to Costa Rica, from the Galápagos to the South Pacific, from Micronesia to Hong
Kong—will span over 17,000 miles. So if we can just avoid talking about sailing for the next two
years or so, we’ll be fine. OK, so maybe I should try to learn a bit more about sailing. The thing is,
every time I ask a question, Graeme launches into a lecture that is so Physics 101 that it sails, as
it were, right over my head. Take his response a few minutes ago to my inquiry about boat
speed.GRAEME: It’s logical, really. Just think about how an airplane wing works.ME: [blank
stare]GRAEME: You, of course, already know how lift is created by blah blah blah vectors and



velocities blahbedy blah maximize driving force blahbedy blah blah square root of waterline
multiplied by the age you lost your virginity [OK, so I amended that last part] which determines
your maximum hull speed. So it’s really quite basic, right?Right.I feel stupid and confused.
Graeme feels frustrated and criticized. And I…well, things generally deteriorate from there. This
recent fight ended with this parting shot as he retreated below to cook noodles: “If you’d just stop
and think about it,” he muttered.And that’s what I do. I stop. And I think. About the fact that I’m a
lousy first mate. And my husband is an asshole. As dismal as I am at seamanship, Graeme is
equally and inversely terrific at it. He sails like he makes love, all feel and instinct and attention.
He knows this old boat like he knows my body—her angles and lines, her moans and her hums.
And if there’s something he doesn’t know, he asks someone even more expert. In the case of
sailing, a salty old soul he meets on the dock. In the case of sex, me.And while I find it quite
handy to have two experts on my body on board, it’d be nice to have two top-notch sailors
aboard, too. But I’m a slow learner. It takes me a long time to realize when I should ease the main
(the center sail), sheet the genoa (the forward sail), or put up the mizzen (the rear sail). And
when it comes to a more technical fix (tighten the vang, adjust the block, pat your head while
rubbing your tummy), I’m clueless. So, as long as Dragonfly’s moving in the right direction at an
acceptable rate, I prefer to pretend this is—call me crazy—a romantic honeymoon cruise. I settle
with close enough.But close enough’s not good enough for my husband. He flogs this 20,000-
pound tub like she’s an America’s Cup yacht. Our approaches to sailing are like motor oil and
water: When he’s on watch he actually spends every single moment watching. The sail. Its
position. Its shape. Its overall mood and body language. The boat speed. The wind speed. The
wind direction. The ripples on the water. The current. The clouds above. The clouds forming on
the horizon. The list is endless. He makes minuscule adjustments—an inch here, a centimeter
there—and, most important, he loves every minute of it.So imagine his reaction to my personal
watch strategy: I check the general direction of the wind, point us in the general direction of our
destination, and set the sails in the general configuration I think will get us there. Then I flip on
Willie, our trusty autopilot, and cozy up on a cockpit cushion to read a good book or inhale the
sounds of the sea. And of course I check the horizon for ships and squalls every ten minutes. I
love every minute of this.It’s only now, as we set out across the largest ocean on the planet, that
it’s finally dawning on Graeme just how little his blushing bride knows or cares about the
technical, mechanical, and strategic aspects of sailing. In the year leading up to our trip, instead
of following a watch schedule, we would euphemistically sail “together”—which inevitably meant
him at the helm (tweaking, analyzing, calculating) and me stowing fenders or preparing snacks
or huddling from the rain or sunning on deck. He was so busy paying attention to the sails that
he didn’t realize I wasn’t. Now you may wonder how two individuals, with their attention so
diverted from each other, could end up in a boat together. Crossing the Pacific. As their
honeymoon. But there was a time when this man could pay attention to little else but me. And his
gaze was like the sun.Of course, he was barely a man back then, more a walking, talking sack of
testosterone. It was college, I was playing pool, and he was propping up the beer-stained wall of



a party-packed basement. He says it was love at first sight. I—an insecure freshman with a
recessive gumline, low-grade acne, bowed legs, and a penchant for serious intellectual inquiry—
say it was love at first beer goggle. Either way, beer goggle translated to lust, lust turned into
love, and I had that boy’s full attention.Until a year later, when I didn’t. At which point he broke my
heart. Frayed it. Splayed it. Twisted and burned it. Like a seaman splicing line. Our relationship
went something like this: I became a nag—a dishy, loveable nag, mind you—but a nag
nonetheless. And Graeme, by then a senior, was feeling The Pressure: What was he going to do
with a degree in philosophy bought on credit for $13,000 a year? He just wanted to play rugby
and tend bar and party until graduation. He didn’t need some girlfriend whining about needing
more attention, not being at the top of his priority list, being overlooked and underlaid.Finally,
after feeling neglected for too long, I gave Graeme an ultimatum. Standing on the green lawn
outside my sophomore dorm, I said, tears streaking my face, “Look me in the eye and tell me
you don’t love me anymore, and I’ll walk out of your life forever.”Graeme countered with the most
searing look of loathing I’d ever seen. He said, “I don’t love you anymore.” Then he turned on the
worn heel of his flip-flop, and walked out of my life forever. When you marry someone you’ve
dated seriously once or twice before—and then climb aboard a very small sailboat for a very
long honeymoon—it’s important to leave behind as much baggage as possible. But huddled in
this dinky cockpit, wind whipping the split ends of my hair despite my red sou’wester hat pulled
low, I feel crowded by these memories. The wind’s blowing harder now, the rig is ringing like a
wineglass, and I’m even more upset than I was before. I should have known he—Bam!—
Dragonfly’s broaching. Tilting over on her side. Green water flooding the cockpit. If I don’t do
something quick we could be knocked all the way down till our sails slap the sea. I’ve got my life
jacket on, but I’m not tied to the boat—and while a knocked-down sailboat will always rise back
up from the water, an untethered crew member may not.I scrabble and claw upward, toward the
high side of the boat, and reach instinctively for the mainsheet.“Release! Release! Release!”
Graeme’s voice rises above the din of rushing water.But my fingers are already there, around the
thick white line, yanking it from the cleat’s jaws. The line sings out of my hands as the sail
staggers violently over the sea on our starboard side. Tension eased, Dragonfly lumbers to her
feet, still lurching in the waves, jolted, soggy, and off course. When the next gust hits seconds
later, her sail is slack; she barely flinches. My eyes search below to find Graeme’s. He’s staring at
me, one hand on the lid of a pot that is still, miraculously, on the stove. Miraculous because the
edge of Dragonfly’s deck wasn’t just kissing the sea, it was molesting it. Our cockpit swirls with
water and begins to drain. I wipe the salty spray from my mouth and begin to cry.Graeme’s got
his arms around me now. “It’s OK, it’s OK, it’s OK,” he intones. “You knew exactly what to do. You
did just the right thing. You did great.”I’m hiccoughing and crying and wiping snotty tears on the
sleeve of my yellow foul weather gear. Graeme holds me and rocks me. He doesn’t mind that the
sail is slapping and the boat is yawing and we’re no longer following the red rhumb line of our
course. “You were perfect,” he says. “You are perfect. I love you.”I cry a bit more and let him
smooth my back because it feels so good. I wait for my heartbeat to slow. Finally, after a few last



sleeve-wipes I manage: “I love you, too.”Feels like I’ve never meant it more. So now I’m gazing
fondly at the husband-formerly-known-as-asshole. He looks damn cute slurping that Top
Ramen, and I’m reminded of my girlfriend’s old adage: Marry a guy you’re attracted to, because
even when you think he’s an asshole, at least you’ll think he’s a cute asshole. Right now I’m back
to just thinking Graeme’s cute—period. Especially since the steaming bowl of noodles he made
feels like some exotic spa treatment, its sesame scent mixing with the salt air. I hold the bowl
slightly away from me, arms fluid but legs braced, to keep Dragonfly’s rhythmic gate from spilling
it in my lap. Her sails are reefed and set back in their (generally) correct places. She’s moving
with the sea instead of fighting it now. Graeme’s and my battle has blown over, too.Of course,
there’s still that pesky question of why I would sign on for a trans-Pacific honeymoon if I’m not, as
seems clear, fanatical about sailing. Well, the truth is I do love sailing. If by sailing we mean
traveling to the most beautiful and remote islands on earth with our home upon our back. Or
getting to know ordinary people with extraordinary lives. Or riding the broad back of the ocean,
under the raw power of wind, with the man I love. That, I do love. The maximizing of boat speed,
the perfecting of sail shape, the tweaking of every line and vang and block to make the sailing
vessel a version of Descartes’s divinely tuned watch? Nope. Don’t love that. Just doesn’t float
my boat.And I hope Graeme can accept this. Because ultimately this honeymoon of ours is
neither a race (as Graeme likes to think) nor a happy-go-lucky cruise (as I pretend). It’s a test. Of
our boat, our seamanship, and most important, our relationship.We were repeatedly told before
we set sail: If your marriage can survive this, it can survive anything.

somewhere fifty miles off the coast of Oregon I realize the skipper of this very small ship is an
asshole.He also happens to be my husband.He’s down below, cooking Top Ramen, which will
be the fifth time we’ve had Top Ramen in almost as many days. Not that I’m mad about that.
Actually, he’s chopping carrots and cabbage and onions—and I can smell the garlic from here—
so it’s bound to be good. Which makes him sound like a kind, nurturing, non-assholey sort of
guy, cooking a meal for his bride on a boat that’s rocking like the fun house in Grease.But that’s
not how I see it—au contraire. I sit in the cockpit, braced behind the wheel, glaring at the
stainless steel waves lifting and lowering our boat, Dragonfly. The sky is pixeled blue-gray, and
the clangs of my husband’s cooking punctuate the whitewash of wind. Running through my brain
is Olivia Newton-John’s signature phrase “You better shape up”—minus the chipper “doo-doo-
doos.” I assure you this guy is an asshole. And he’s only in the galley to get as far away from me,
his perfectly reasonable and charming wife, as possible.Now it’s hard to imagine why a guy on
his honeymoon would be yearning for personal space of all things. (Another quickie? Right on!
But space?) The fact that we’re cooped up on a boat the size of most people’s kitchen is a clue.
The big fat fight we just had about sailing is another.Every time the topic of sailing comes up we
argue. It exasperates this skipper no end that his first (and only) mate—that would be me—
displays neither aptitude nor interest in the technical aspects of sailing. Now this is a problem, as
we’ve only gone, oh, 319 miles so far. And all told this trip—from Seattle to Costa Rica, from the



Galápagos to the South Pacific, from Micronesia to Hong Kong—will span over 17,000 miles. So
if we can just avoid talking about sailing for the next two years or so, we’ll be fine. OK, so maybe I
should try to learn a bit more about sailing. The thing is, every time I ask a question, Graeme
launches into a lecture that is so Physics 101 that it sails, as it were, right over my head. Take his
response a few minutes ago to my inquiry about boat speed.GRAEME: It’s logical, really. Just
think about how an airplane wing works.ME: [blank stare]GRAEME: You, of course, already
know how lift is created by blah blah blah vectors and velocities blahbedy blah maximize driving
force blahbedy blah blah square root of waterline multiplied by the age you lost your virginity
[OK, so I amended that last part] which determines your maximum hull speed. So it’s really quite
basic, right?Right.I feel stupid and confused. Graeme feels frustrated and criticized. And I…well,
things generally deteriorate from there. This recent fight ended with this parting shot as he
retreated below to cook noodles: “If you’d just stop and think about it,” he muttered.And that’s
what I do. I stop. And I think. About the fact that I’m a lousy first mate. And my husband is an
asshole. As dismal as I am at seamanship, Graeme is equally and inversely terrific at it. He sails
like he makes love, all feel and instinct and attention. He knows this old boat like he knows my
body—her angles and lines, her moans and her hums. And if there’s something he doesn’t
know, he asks someone even more expert. In the case of sailing, a salty old soul he meets on
the dock. In the case of sex, me.And while I find it quite handy to have two experts on my body
on board, it’d be nice to have two top-notch sailors aboard, too. But I’m a slow learner. It takes
me a long time to realize when I should ease the main (the center sail), sheet the genoa (the
forward sail), or put up the mizzen (the rear sail). And when it comes to a more technical fix
(tighten the vang, adjust the block, pat your head while rubbing your tummy), I’m clueless. So, as
long as Dragonfly’s moving in the right direction at an acceptable rate, I prefer to pretend this is—
call me crazy—a romantic honeymoon cruise. I settle with close enough.But close enough’s not
good enough for my husband. He flogs this 20,000-pound tub like she’s an America’s Cup yacht.
Our approaches to sailing are like motor oil and water: When he’s on watch he actually spends
every single moment watching. The sail. Its position. Its shape. Its overall mood and body
language. The boat speed. The wind speed. The wind direction. The ripples on the water. The
current. The clouds above. The clouds forming on the horizon. The list is endless. He makes
minuscule adjustments—an inch here, a centimeter there—and, most important, he loves every
minute of it.So imagine his reaction to my personal watch strategy: I check the general direction
of the wind, point us in the general direction of our destination, and set the sails in the general
configuration I think will get us there. Then I flip on Willie, our trusty autopilot, and cozy up on a
cockpit cushion to read a good book or inhale the sounds of the sea. And of course I check the
horizon for ships and squalls every ten minutes. I love every minute of this.It’s only now, as we
set out across the largest ocean on the planet, that it’s finally dawning on Graeme just how little
his blushing bride knows or cares about the technical, mechanical, and strategic aspects of
sailing. In the year leading up to our trip, instead of following a watch schedule, we would
euphemistically sail “together”—which inevitably meant him at the helm (tweaking, analyzing,



calculating) and me stowing fenders or preparing snacks or huddling from the rain or sunning on
deck. He was so busy paying attention to the sails that he didn’t realize I wasn’t. Now you may
wonder how two individuals, with their attention so diverted from each other, could end up in a
boat together. Crossing the Pacific. As their honeymoon. But there was a time when this man
could pay attention to little else but me. And his gaze was like the sun.Of course, he was barely a
man back then, more a walking, talking sack of testosterone. It was college, I was playing pool,
and he was propping up the beer-stained wall of a party-packed basement. He says it was love
at first sight. I—an insecure freshman with a recessive gumline, low-grade acne, bowed legs,
and a penchant for serious intellectual inquiry—say it was love at first beer goggle. Either way,
beer goggle translated to lust, lust turned into love, and I had that boy’s full attention.Until a year
later, when I didn’t. At which point he broke my heart. Frayed it. Splayed it. Twisted and burned it.
Like a seaman splicing line. Our relationship went something like this: I became a nag—a dishy,
loveable nag, mind you—but a nag nonetheless. And Graeme, by then a senior, was feeling The
Pressure: What was he going to do with a degree in philosophy bought on credit for $13,000 a
year? He just wanted to play rugby and tend bar and party until graduation. He didn’t need some
girlfriend whining about needing more attention, not being at the top of his priority list, being
overlooked and underlaid.Finally, after feeling neglected for too long, I gave Graeme an
ultimatum. Standing on the green lawn outside my sophomore dorm, I said, tears streaking my
face, “Look me in the eye and tell me you don’t love me anymore, and I’ll walk out of your life
forever.”Graeme countered with the most searing look of loathing I’d ever seen. He said, “I don’t
love you anymore.” Then he turned on the worn heel of his flip-flop, and walked out of my life
forever. When you marry someone you’ve dated seriously once or twice before—and then climb
aboard a very small sailboat for a very long honeymoon—it’s important to leave behind as much
baggage as possible. But huddled in this dinky cockpit, wind whipping the split ends of my hair
despite my red sou’wester hat pulled low, I feel crowded by these memories. The wind’s blowing
harder now, the rig is ringing like a wineglass, and I’m even more upset than I was before. I
should have known he—Bam!—Dragonfly’s broaching. Tilting over on her side. Green water
flooding the cockpit. If I don’t do something quick we could be knocked all the way down till our
sails slap the sea. I’ve got my life jacket on, but I’m not tied to the boat—and while a knocked-
down sailboat will always rise back up from the water, an untethered crew member may not.I
scrabble and claw upward, toward the high side of the boat, and reach instinctively for the
mainsheet.“Release! Release! Release!” Graeme’s voice rises above the din of rushing
water.But my fingers are already there, around the thick white line, yanking it from the cleat’s
jaws. The line sings out of my hands as the sail staggers violently over the sea on our starboard
side. Tension eased, Dragonfly lumbers to her feet, still lurching in the waves, jolted, soggy, and
off course. When the next gust hits seconds later, her sail is slack; she barely flinches. My eyes
search below to find Graeme’s. He’s staring at me, one hand on the lid of a pot that is still,
miraculously, on the stove. Miraculous because the edge of Dragonfly’s deck wasn’t just kissing
the sea, it was molesting it. Our cockpit swirls with water and begins to drain. I wipe the salty



spray from my mouth and begin to cry.Graeme’s got his arms around me now. “It’s OK, it’s OK,
it’s OK,” he intones. “You knew exactly what to do. You did just the right thing. You did great.”I’m
hiccoughing and crying and wiping snotty tears on the sleeve of my yellow foul weather gear.
Graeme holds me and rocks me. He doesn’t mind that the sail is slapping and the boat is yawing
and we’re no longer following the red rhumb line of our course. “You were perfect,” he says. “You
are perfect. I love you.”I cry a bit more and let him smooth my back because it feels so good. I
wait for my heartbeat to slow. Finally, after a few last sleeve-wipes I manage: “I love you,
too.”Feels like I’ve never meant it more. So now I’m gazing fondly at the husband-formerly-known-
as-asshole. He looks damn cute slurping that Top Ramen, and I’m reminded of my girlfriend’s old
adage: Marry a guy you’re attracted to, because even when you think he’s an asshole, at least
you’ll think he’s a cute asshole. Right now I’m back to just thinking Graeme’s cute—period.
Especially since the steaming bowl of noodles he made feels like some exotic spa treatment, its
sesame scent mixing with the salt air. I hold the bowl slightly away from me, arms fluid but legs
braced, to keep Dragonfly’s rhythmic gate from spilling it in my lap. Her sails are reefed and set
back in their (generally) correct places. She’s moving with the sea instead of fighting it now.
Graeme’s and my battle has blown over, too.Of course, there’s still that pesky question of why I
would sign on for a trans-Pacific honeymoon if I’m not, as seems clear, fanatical about sailing.
Well, the truth is I do love sailing. If by sailing we mean traveling to the most beautiful and remote
islands on earth with our home upon our back. Or getting to know ordinary people with
extraordinary lives. Or riding the broad back of the ocean, under the raw power of wind, with the
man I love. That, I do love. The maximizing of boat speed, the perfecting of sail shape, the
tweaking of every line and vang and block to make the sailing vessel a version of Descartes’s
divinely tuned watch? Nope. Don’t love that. Just doesn’t float my boat.And I hope Graeme can
accept this. Because ultimately this honeymoon of ours is neither a race (as Graeme likes to
think) nor a happy-go-lucky cruise (as I pretend). It’s a test. Of our boat, our seamanship, and
most important, our relationship.We were repeatedly told before we set sail: If your marriage can
survive this, it can survive anything.This always sounded overblown to me.Now I’m not so sure.
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Peter Henry, “Good read, highlighting the soft side of sailing. This book won't necessarily
convince your wife/girlfriend to go sailing into the sunset with you, but by focusing on the soft
side of cruising, it will certainly help both of you to understand a bit better what it might be like.
Women will enjoy this journal-like recounting of sailing across the Pacific and the challenges
faced by a newlywed young wife. Men will also enjoy it and might learn a bit about what their
partners are thinking, and what fears they might have. There's nothing technical about the book,
but the technical side of being cooped up in small living quarters in remote places isn't
necessarily the greatest challenge.I'm not a cruiser (yet!), but I feel that I learned a lot about
cruising from this. I don't expect the author's experiences and hopes and fears to be like mine or
my partners, but it certainly helped me to think about things from a wider perspective and to
work on ensuring that the soft side of voyage planning has as much attention as the technical
side.It's a fun, easy and enjoyable read. The last few chapters seem a bit rushed, which they
probably were for understandable reasons when your read the book. There's a lot here and most
people should be able to find some aspects they will identify with. Read it! Discuss it with your
partner! It's a great icebreaker to help make sure that you plan a happy voyage.”

Jeanette Finan, “Great Book. I ran across this book on beachreaders blog. It's another one of
those books I would have missed left to my own devices.This book is part travelogue and part
the story of the beginnings of a marriage. I thought that the author had a tendency to nit pick her
relationship with her husband to where I would have understood if he had thrown her overboard
once or twice. But then I thought about it and gosh, living for 18 months on a 35 foot sail boat
with no once else around for most of it, I mean what else was there to do other than over analyze
things. I think she finally saved her life and her sanity by using her computer and journaling her
thoughts and experiences.But annoying spots aside, this is the story of a very gutsy couple who
had a dream and just went out there and DID IT! On a shoe string budget, storms, break downs,
pirates and lack of open ocean sailing experience - they always sucked it up and came through.
If she got a tad bit whiny during the slow times, well IMO she earned the right.But I gotta say this
one last thing and that is that had I been her I would have demanded a better stove. Trying to
cook on a pitching boat with the one she had is the stuff nightmares are made of.”

Linda Rockhill, “Don't miss this if you sail or like to travel.. This is a smart, delightful read about
newlyweds that decide to follow their wildest dreams, take a couple of years off from work and
sail to foreign ports on their honeymoon. It's a moving memoir that reads like fiction. Although it's
an adventure story about sailing, the heart of the story is about love and marriage; the passion
as well as the doubts that live within any relationship. Janna Cawrse's writing style is clear and
unhindered as she allows the reader a glimpse into her inner most thoughts, inspiring
introspection and reflection, not just on relationships, but also on the cultural differences of the



people they encounter along the way. The book has humorous moments and poignant ones as
may be expected; this couple is living at sea, in close quarters, for an extended amount of time
in a boat that is seaworthy but not entirely trustworthy, posing challenges of its own. In summary
a perfect beach read; light and entertaining, but also great for anyone who longs to take an
adventure like this. It's also great for anyone who enjoys reading about relationships as I think
this was the true strength of this story.”

Paul Keeper, “Janna's Excellent Adventures!!! A++++++++!!!. I was pleasantly surprised by how
wonderful this book truly is. I would find myself laughing and tearing on many of the pages as
Janna reveals her tale with unflinching honesty. True life sailing adventures are the majority of
books I read and own. I found myself thinking that if an alien race came to earth and asked for
one book that would describe human life best, I would hand them this book! I loved this book so
much, I bought a copy each for my sister and mother but wouldn't surrender my own even under
the condition that it later be returned. I simply didn't want to part with it! Here is the truly
surprising part, I find it comparable to Shakespeare! The wit, wisdom and insights in the human
psyche with it's strengths, weaknesses, foibles and vulnerabilities are all to be found in Janna's
excellent adventures. Highly recommended!!!”

Mike N, “Just about everything you need to know before you go. This is either a sailing book with
a relationship problem or a relationship book with a sailing problem. As a non-boat owning sailor
and wannabe circumnavigator I found this book inspiring on many levels. Unlike so many sailing
books that tell stories of monumental physical challenge, sailing alone around the world, braving
typhoons, cannibalizing shipmates, heaving to in 40 foot seas, Janna Cawrse Esarey gives us a
deeper and more realistic perspective on the emotional challenges of cruising life. If you've
never done it, try spending a week or two with someone you care for deeply in a 10' by 20' space
that requires constant maintenance while surrounded by water. You learn very quickly who they
are and who you are and what's really important in relationships, be they captain and crew or
husband and wife or both.For the armchair sailor there's an engaging adventure here that the
Cawrse Esareys make tantalizingly achievable. For the incurable romantic there's a love story
that survives both the elements and the odds. For the relationship psychologist there's enough
brutal honesty to make your own diagnosis. There's no shortage of practical advice on all fronts
which is delivered with great humor. This book is highly recommended for anyone interested in
exploring all of life's ups and downs on land or especially on the sea.”

Norman, “Good read. Enjoyed this book”

The book by Janna Cawrse Esarey has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 151 people have provided
feedback.
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